Deciphering Citations

Book or Journal or What?

Author(s)? Publication Date? Page Number(s)?
Article Title? Source? Editor(s)?

   (found in Geological Society of America Bulletin, June 2002, p. 731-744)

   Journal of Molecular Evolution 30:409-424.
   (found in Journal of Vertebrate Paleontology, v 20, 11, p. 197-200)

   (found in Science, Nov. 14, 1997, v. 278, p. 1276-1281)

   (found in Chemical Geology, 1999, v 157, p. 235-254)

   Association of American Geographers 67:126-44.

   (found in Science, Nov. 14, 1997, v. 278, p. 1278-1281)

   (found in Geochimica et Cosmochimica acta, June 2000, v. 64, i. 11, p. 1893-1904)

   Vector Fields. Springer-Verlag.
   (found in Geochimica et Cosmochimica acta, June 2000, v. 64, i. 11, p. 1893-1904)
Journal article citations...

Use citation number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 7 from page 1 for this section.

Deciphering a journal citation. Fill in the following information using your chosen citation.

Which citation are you using? (Indicate the number from page one) _______

Source or name of the journal:

If the title of your journal is abbreviated, make a guess at the full title and write it here:

Title of the article:

Author(s):

Volume: Issue or Number: Page numbers:

What steps would you take to find out if you can get your journal article (or book, etc.) from Renne Library? (use as much detail as necessary to walk me through your process)

What could you do if you can't find a copy of your article at MSU?
So it's NOT a journal article...

Use either citation #6 or #8 from page 1 for this section.

Non-journal citations can be a book, a book chapter or a report of some kind. There are other formats as well (we do not address those here.) Answer the following questions using your chosen citation. Indicate which citation you are exploring (either #6 or #8) _________.

Is your citation a (circle one)
    book   chapter in a book   other (please indicate) ________________

Source title (the name of the book):

Title of the Chapter (if appropriate):

Page numbers (if appropriate):

Author(s):
    Of the chapter or content you are after:

    Of the book (might be listed as editor(s)):

Publisher:

Where published:

Year of publication:

What steps would you take to find out if you can get this item from Renne Library? Indicate if we own this item.